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1. Introductionand definition 

Akramintroduced the notion of BFG in 2011, 

anddeliberated the notion of isomorphism of BFG, and 

studyseveralsignificant properties. Further, he presented the 

concept of strong BFG and study their characteristics. Samanta 

and Pal deliberatebipolar fuzzy hyper graphs and irregular BFG. 
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Again, Akram et al. examinedregular BFG, metric in BFG. 

Akramdemarcated different operations on BFG. He also 

presented that the automorphism property of BFG.  

 A bipolar fuzzy graph 

(BFG) is of the form ),( EVG =  where },....,{ 21 nvvvV = such 

that ]1,0[:1 →
+

X and ]0,1[:1 −→
−

X , VVE  where 

]1,0[:2 →
+

VV and ]0,1[:2 −→
−

VV Such that  

))(),(min()( 1122 jiji vvvv
ij

++++
=  and

))(),(max()( 1122 jiji vvvv
ij

−−−−
=  for all .),( Evv ji   

 A BFG, ),( EVG = is 

called strong BFG if   ))(),(min(),( 112 jiji vvvv
+++

=  and    

))(),(max(),( 112 jiji vvvv
−−−

=   for all .),( Evv ji 
 

 A BFG ),( EVG = is 

called complete if   ))(),(min(),( 112 jiji vvvv
+++

=   and    

))(),(max(),( 112 jiji vvvv
−−−

=   for all .),( Vvv ji  .
 

 Let ),( EVG = be a 

BFG. Then the vertex cardinality of ),( EVG  is defined by




−+













 ++
=

Vv

ji

i

vv
V

2

)()(1 21 
for all Vv j . 

 Thesum cardinality of 

all the vertices  inBFGis called the order of BFG and it is denoted 

by )(GO , 


−+











 ++
=

Vv

ii

i

vv
GO

2

)()(1
)( 11   

 The degree of a vertex 

v  in a BFG, ),( EVG is defined to be sum of the cardinality of 

strong arcs incident at v  .It is denoted by )(vdG . The 

minimum degree of BFG is })(min{)( VvvdG G = The 
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maximum degree of BFGis })(max{)( VvvdG G = . 

 A vertex u  be a vertex 

in BFG, ),( EVG then 

 G}in  arc strong a is v) (u, and,{)( VvvuN =  is called 

neighborhood of u in G . 

 A vertex Vu of a 

BFG, ),( EVG is said to be isolated vertex if 

vuVvallforvuandvu ==
−+

,0),(0),( 22  . That is 

0)( =uN . Thus an isolated vertex does not dominate any other 

vertex of G .  

 In a BFG, ),( EVG . Let

Vvu , , we say that u dominates v  in G  if there exists a strong 

edge between them.A subset S  of V  is called dominating set in 

),( EVG  if for every SVv − , there exist Su such thatu  

dominates v .Adominating set S  of a BFG, ),( EVG  is said to be 

minimal dominating set if no proper subset of S is a dominating 

set. The Minimum cardinality among all minimal dominating set 

is called the domination number of G  and is denoted by )(Gbf .  

 In this paper, we 

presented an idea of dominating critical in BFG. Further 

investigate the properties of dominating critical in different 

types of BFG. 

 

2. DOMINATING CRITICAL ONBFG 

 In this segment, the 

definition of dominating critical is presented and investigates 

the properties of dominating critical in different types of BFG. 

Definition 2.1. In a BFG ),( EVG , the set of all 

vertices   )()(0 GuGuV bfbf  =−=  is called a null dominating 
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critical in ),( EVG .The set of all vertices  

 )()( GuGuV bfbf  −=+
,is called a positive dominating 

critical in ),( EVG .The set of all vertices  

 )()( GuGuV bfbf  −=−

, 
is called a negative dominating 

critical in ),( EVG . 

Remarks: In BFG graphs ),( EVG  the vertex set 

−+ = VVVV 0
 

Theorem 2.1: Ina complete BFG, ),( EVG . D is a 

dominating set of ),( EVG . Then  

(i) +=VD  

(ii) 0VDV =−  

Proof: (i).  In a complete BFG, ),( EVG . D is a 

dominating set of ),( EVG . Therefore }{vD = , v is the vertex 

having the minimum cardinality in ),( EVG . This implies we get 

− vG is also a complete BFG and the cardinality of all the 

vertices }{vVu − is greater than cardinality of the vertex Dv

. Since D is a bf  set of ),( EVG . Therefore )()( GvG bfbf  −

. This implies we get 
+=VD . 

(ii).Let Du ,the sub graph − uG is also a complete 

BFG. Therefore }{vD = , v is the vertex having the minimum 

cardinality in ),( EVG . This implies )()( GuG bfbf  =− , every 

vertex Du is an element of  
0V . This implies

0VDV =− . 

Example 2.1 
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Figure 2.1: ),( EVG Complete BFG 

In the Complete BFG, ),( EVG , degree of the vertices are 

55.04.0,65.0,45.0 ==== dandcba . The null dominating 

critical },,{0 dbaV =  and positive dominating critical }{cV =+ .
 

Theorem 2.2: In a BFG ),( EVG if )()( Gvd NN =  . Then 

+Vv . 

Proof:In a BFG ),( EVG  , if )()( Gvd NN =  .  This 

implies Dv , D is a )(Gbf  set of ),( EVG . Note that vD − is 

not a dominating set of ),( EVG . There are some vertices 

nivNui ,...2,1),( =  not dominated by the set vD − . Therefore 

niuvD i ...2,1,}{)( =−  is a dominating set of  − vG . This 

implies )()( GvG bfbf  − , we get 
+Vv . 

Theorem 2.3: In a BFG ),( EVG  , D is a bf  set of 

),( EVG . Then .+VD  

Proof:In a BFG ),( EVG  , D is a bf  set of ),( EVG .  

This implies }{vD− is not a dominating set of ),( EVG . There 

exist some vertex u in BFG − vG is not dominated by the set 

}{vD− . There is a vertex Vw is adjacent to a vertex u such 

that }{}){( wvD − is a minimal dominating set of − vG . 
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Clearly )()( GvG bfbf  −  this suggests every vertex Dv

belongs to .+V  

Theorem 2.4: Let Vv is an isolated vertex in a BFG

),( EVG . Then 
−Vv . 

Proof: Let Vv is an isolated vertex in a BFG ),( EVG . 

Therefore Vv is a vertex dominating itself such that Dv , D 

is a bf set of ),( EVG . This implies }{vD − is dominating set of 

a sub graph − }{vG . Clearly we get )()( GuG bfbf  −  . 

Therefore the vertex 
−Vv . 

Example.2.2 

 

Figure 2.2: BFG ),( EVG  

In the BFG ),( EVG , neighbourhood degree of the 

vertices are 

45)(,45.0)(.,0)(,45.0)(,75.1)( ===== edddcdbdad NNNNN . 

The minimal dominating set },{ caD = . The null dominating 

critical },,{0 edbV = , positive dominating critical },{ caV =+

negative dominating critical }{cV =− .  

 Definition 2.2: Let 

),(
111

−+
= AAA  and ),(

222

−+
= AAA  be bipolar fuzzy subsets of 1V

and 2V . Let ),(
111

−+
= BBB  and ),(

222

−+
= BBB  be bipolar fuzzy 

subsets of 1E and 2E respectively. Then we denote the union of 
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two bipolar fuzzy graphs 1G  and 2G  of the graphs 
*

1G  and 
*

2G  

by ),( 212121 BBAAGG = and defined as follows 
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Theorem 2.5: Let )( 21 GG  is a union of two BFG 

andEVG ),( 111 ),( 222 EVG . The sets 21 DandD are bf

dominating of sets of andBAG ),( 111 ),( 222 BAG . Then

.)( 0

2121 VDDandVDD  +  

Proof:Let )( 21 GG  is a union of two BFG 

andEVG ),( 111 ),( 222 EVG . The sets 21 DandD are bf

dominating of sets of andBAG ),( 111 ),( 222 BAG . Clearly by the 

definition of union 21 DD  is the bf  dominating of sets of 

).( 21 GG   Using theorem 3.3, + VDD 21 and

.)}(){( 0

2121 VDDVV −− Hence proved 

Example 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 

 

Figure 2.4 

In Figure 3.3, the dominating sets of the BFG’s

),(),( 222111 BAGandBAG  are    eDandcaD == 21 , .The 

domination number of ),(),( 222111 BAGandBAG are 

66.0)( 1 =G , . In 
21 GG + , },,{ ecaV =+  and .},,,{ 0Vgfdb 

 

 Definition 2.3: Let

),(
111

−+
= AAA  and ),(

222

−+
= AAA  be bipolar fuzzy subsets of 

21 VandV in which = 21 VV  and let ),(
111

−+
= BBB  and

),(
222

−+
= B BB  be bipolar fuzzy subsets of 21 VV   and 12 VV 

respectively. Then we denote the join of two BFG 21 GandG by 

),( 212121 BBAAGG ++=+ and defined as follows 
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. and  of nodes  thejoining edges all ofset   theis  E  Where 211 VandV


 

Theorem 2.5: Let )( 21 GG + is a join of two BFG

andEVG ),( 111 ),( 222 EVG . The sets 21 DandD are dominating of 

sets of andBAG ),( 111 ),( 222 BAG . 

i) If 21 DD  , 0

21 , VDVD  +  

ii) If 12 DD  , +VD2
, 0

1 VD   

Proof:Let )( 21 GG + is a join of two BFG andEVG ),( 111

),( 222 EVG . The sets 21 DandD are dominating of sets of 

andEVG ),( 111 ),( 222 EVG . 

i). Assume 21 DD  . Every vertex 1Vv such that 

there exist a vertex 1Du  such that u dominates v. since 1D  is a 

minimal dominating set of ),( 111 EVG . By the definition of 

)( 21 GG + , there is a strong edge between vertices in 1D  and 2V . 

clearly 1D  is the minimal dominating set of  )( 21 GG + since 

21 DD  . In the bipolar fuzzy sub graph, − uG , here

1Du . Therefore there is some vertex 1Vv  is not dominated by 

1D . This implies }{)( 1 vuD − is a dominating set of  )( 21 GG + . 

Hence we get  ( ) ( )GuG  − here )( 21 GGG += , .1

+VD In the 

bipolar fuzzy sub graph, − uG , here 2Du . Note that every 
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vertex is dominated by 1D . This implies ( ) ( )GuG  =− , hence 

we get 0

2 VD  .  

ii). Assume 12 DD  . Every vertex 2Vv such that 

there exist a vertex 2Du  such that u dominates v. since 2D  is a 

bf set of ),( 111 EVG . By the definition of )( 21 GG + , there is a 

strong edge between vertices in 2D  and 1V . clearly 2D  is the bf

set of  )( 21 GG + since 12 DD  . In the bipolar fuzzy sub graph, 

− uG , here 2Du . Therefore there is some vertex 2Vv  is 

not dominated by 2D . This implies }{)( 2 vuD − is a dominating 

set of  )( 21 GG + . In )( 21 GGG += we get  ( ) ( )GuG  − , 

therefore .2

+VD In the bipolar fuzzy sub graph, − uG , 

here .1Du Note that every vertex in − uG  is dominated by 

2D . This implies ( ) ( )GuG  =− , Hence we get 0

1 VD  .  

 Example 2.3. 

 
The join of graphs ),(),( 222111 BAGandBAG in the 

figure 3.3 is represented in the figure 3.5 

 

Figure 2.5 
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In Figure 3.3, the dominating sets of the BFG’s

),(),( 222111 BAGandBAG  are    eDandcaD == 21 , .The 

domination number of ),(),( 222111 BAGandBAG are 

66.0)( 1 =G , . In 
21 GG + , }{eV =+  and 

.},{,},,,{ 0VcaVgfdb  −

 

Conclusion 

Further we promote the dominating critical idea to 

split dominating set, and connected dominating set in bipolar 

fuzzy graphs and investigate theproperties of dominating critical 

in BFG. 
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